Adsorption of collagen onto single walled carbon nanotubes: a molecular dynamics investigation.
Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has been carried out to understand the adsorption of collagen like peptides onto single walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) in an aqueous environment. It is observed that the triple helical structure of all the model collagen like peptides (CPs) has been unaltered upon adsorption onto CNT. The model CPs do not wrap around the CNT, however, the axis of the triple helix subtends a cross angle with respect to the axis of the CNT. The interaction between the CPs and CNT as well as that between the CPs and water molecules was observed by MD simulation snapshots. The inherent nature of the interaction of CPs with CNT facilitates the penetration of CPs into the water/CNT interface. During this process, water molecules trapped between the CPs and CNT are appreciably displaced. Although, hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction is crucial for the interaction, the role of πR (R = OH and NH(2)) interactions are also observed from the geometrical parameters. The sequence specific interaction of CPs with CNT is evident from the results. It is found that the length of the CNT, curvature of the CNT and length of the CPs do not significantly influence interaction between the two systems. Overall the findings provide important information for the development of nanocomposite materials from collagen and CNT.